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Course Description:
The Medically vulnerable elderly population have the highest need for oral care. Age Friendly Health System and the 4Ms framework
offers the opportunity to assess oral health along with the overall patient assessment upon entering the system. The purpose of
this learning series is to introduce the Age Friendly Health System as a guide to dental providers for a team approach treatment to enhance
clinical outcomes of older adults.
On September 22, 2020 we will continue discussing the first pillar of the 4Ms framework, “What Matters most”. Understanding what
matters the most to each elderly person may help providers to align care with each older adult’s specific health outcome goals and care
preferences including, but not limited to, end-of-life care, and across settings of care.

Educational Objectives:
Upon completion of this course, attendees will be able to:
1.
2.
3.

Understand the role of oral health in overall health on elderly
Recognize oral health in healthcare system
Provide person centered treatment options to enhance treatment outcomes

This telementoring ECHO session was made possible by Grant Number K01HP33459 from the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), an
operating division of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Its contents are solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily
represent the official views of the Health Resources and Services Administration or the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
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Course Attendance Verification Instructions
The Texas Oral Health Coalition is designated as an Approved PACE Program Provider by the Academy of General Dentistry. The
formal continuing education programs of the program provider are accepted by AGD for Fellowship, Mastership and
membership maintenance credit. Approval does not imply acceptance by a state or provincial board of dentistry. The current
term of approval extends from 7/1/2019 to 6/30/2021. Provider ID #346144.
Course participants may earn up to 1.0 continuing education credit for each hour of education after completing the convenient
online-required course evaluation.
IMPORTANT
At the end of this course, a Completion Code will be provided to use for your online evaluation. It is your responsibility to
record this code to use when filling out your course evaluation. Without this code, you will not be able to complete the
course evaluation and receive your Attendance Verification for (1.5) continuing education credit.
COURSE EVALUATION AND ATTENDANCE VERIFICATION
In order to complete your evaluation and receive your CE Attendance Verification, please visit the link provided at the end
of the presentation.
Once there, enter all required information and respond to the remaining questions. You will receive a confirmation
notification email that you have completed the evaluation process and may download or print out your Attendance
Verification to retain for your records.
1. Enter the appropriate completion code for the course and follow the on-screen directions. Select the blue
"NEXT" button to continue. If the correct code is not entered, you will not receive credit for that course.
2. A summary of the course and hours you attended should appear. If this is not correct, use the "PREVIOUS"
button to go back and make corrections. Check to confirm the completion code is correct. Once your evaluation
has been submitted, you are unable to make any changes.
3. Once you confirm the information is correct, click “Submit.” You will not receive your Course Attendance
Verification if you do not select the submit button. You may print off the following page to retain for your
records or print the Attendance Verification from the email that immediately follows your submission. TxOHC
also receives this email and retains CE records for seven years.

Please refer to the Texas Administrative Code, Title 22, Part 5, Chapter 104, Rule 104.1
for additional details on continuing education requirements.

